Various methods for ensemble selection and classifier combination have been designed to optimize the results of ensembles of classifiers. Genetic algorithm (GA) which uses the diversity for the ensemble selection could be very time consuming. We propose compound diversity functions as objective functions for a faster and more effective GA searching. Classifiers selected by GA are combined by a proposed pairwise confusion matrix transformation, which offer strong performance boost for EoCs.
INTRODUCTION
Different classifiers usually make different errors on different samples, which means that we can arrive at an ensemble that makes more accurate decisions by combining classifiers [1, 9, 14, 16, 18, 27] . For this purpose, diverse classifiers are grouped together into what is known as an Ensemble of Classifiers (EoC). There are two problems in optimizing the performance of an EoC: first, how classifiers are selected, given a pool of different classifiers, to construct the best ensemble; and second, given all the selected classifiers, choosing the best rule to combine their outputs. These problems are fundamentally different, and should be solved separately to reduce the complexity involved in optimizing EoCs; the former focuses on ensemble selection [1, 9, 10, 15, 25] and the latter on ensemble combination, i.e. the choice of fusion functions [8, 14, 25] .
Several important factors must be considered for an EoC: (a) find a pertinent objective function for selecting the classifiers; (b) use a pertinent searching algorithm to apply this criterion; and (c) use a adequate fusion function to combine classifier outputs. Diversity measures are designed as objective functions for ensemble selection [1, 2, 4, 6, 10] , but their performances are not convincing. Moreover, when genetic algorithm (GA) is used as a searching algorithm for ensemble selection, the evaluation of non-pairwise diversity measures may be very time consuming. On the other hand, some different fusion functions have been suggested for combining classifiers [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 25] , but they are either based on strong assumptions [17, 20, 22] , such as simple fusion functions, or required a large data set, such as trained fusion functions [9, 10, 11, 12] . Given insufficient training samples, simple fusion functions may outperform some trained fusion functions [22] . Here are the key questions that need to be addressed: 1. Can GA searching which uses the diversity be fast and effective for ensemble selection?
2. Can we take both the diversity and classifier accuracy into account in selecting classifiers?
3. Can a trained fusion function be effective without large training samples?
4. Can we take the interaction among classifiers into account in combining classifiers?
To answer these questions, we propose a method for selecting and combining classifiers (Fig. 1) . Compound diversity functions (CDF) combine diversity measures with classification accuracy of individual classifiers in a pairwise manner, and thus allow fast and effective GA searching for ensemble selection. With the same fashion, pairwise confusion matrix (PCM) transforms an EoC into an ensemble of classifier pairs (Fig. 2) . With the prospect of using classifier pairs, CDFs can more precisely maximize the diversity between classifier pairs, and given those diverse classifier pairs, PCM can obtain useful probabilities for classifier combination, transform the crisp class label outputs into class probability outputs and reduce the number of samples needed for ensemble training. With GA searching, experimental results suggest that the performance of a PCM can be a notch above that of the simple majority voting rule, and the performance of CDFs is apparently better than traditional diversity measures. The paper is organized as follows. The proposed ensemble selection method is presented in section 2. In section 3, the proposed pairwise confusion matrix is presented. Experimental results of both ensemble selection and classifier combination are compared in section 4. Discussion and conclusion are presented in the remaining sections.
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR ENSEM-BLE SELECTION
For ensemble selection, the problem can be considered in two steps: (a) find a pertinent objective function for selecting the classifiers; and (b) use a pertinent searching algorithm to apply this criterion. Obviously, a correct criterion is one of the most crucial elements in selecting pertinent classifiers [1, 9, 25] . It is considered that, in a good ensemble, each classifier is required to have different errors, so that they will be corrected by the opinions of the whole group [1, 3, 13, 14, 25] . This property is regarded as the diversity of an ensemble.
Traditional Diversity Measures
The traditional concept of diversity is composed of the terms of correct / incorrect classifier outputs. By comparing these correct / incorrect outputs among classifiers, their respective diversity can be calculated. In general, there are two kinds of diversity measures:
Pairwise diversity measures
Diversity is measured between two classifiers. In the case of multiple classifiers, diversity is measured on all possible classifier pairs, and global diversity is calculated as the average of the diversities on all classifier pairs. That is, given L classifiers,
L will be calculated, and the final diversityd will be its average [1] 
This type of diversity includes: Q-statistics (Q), the correlation coefficient (COR), the disagreement measure (DM) and the double fault (DF) [1, 2, 4, 15] .
Non-Pairwise diversity measures
There are other diversities that are not pairwise, i.e. they are not calculated by comparing classifier pairs, but by comparing all classifiers directly. This type of diversity includes: the Entropy measure (EN), Kohavi-Wolpert variance (KW), the measurement of interrater agreement (INT), the measure of difficulty (DIFF), generalized diversity (GD) and coincident failure diversity (CFD) [1, 6, 15] .
Most research suggests that neither type of diversity is capable of achieving a high degree of correlation with ensemble accuracy, as only very weak correlation can be observed [1] . For this reason, we propose the compound diversity functions (CDF) in the next section.
Compound Diversity Functions (CDF)
Some diversity measures measure the ambiguity among classifiers, where positive correlation with ensemble accuracy is expected; others actually measure the similarity among classifiers, where there would be a negative correlation between them and ensemble accuracy. In the case where the diversity measures represent the ambiguity, we combine the diversity measures with the error rates of each individual classifier: (2) where ai is the correct classification rate of classifier fi, and di,j is the measured diversity between classifier fi and classifier fj. Apparently we have
diversity measures on different classifier pairs. Here, 1 − ai is the error rate of classifier-i, and (1 − di,j) can be interpreted as the similarity between classifier fi and classifier fj. Thus, div amb is, in fact, an estimation of the likelihood of common error being made by all classifiers. In other words, we expect div amb to be negatively correlated with ensemble accuracy, such as for DM, KW, EN, GD and CFD.
However, if the diversity measures represent the similarity, the proposed compound diversity function should be:
where di,j should be interpreted as the similarity between fi and fj in this case. So, divsim ought to mean the likelihood of a common error being made by all the classifiers. We expect negative correlation between the divsim and ensemble accuracy, such as for DF, INT, DIFF, Q and COR.
CDFs are based on diversity measured in a pairwise manner, even taking into account the individual classifiers error rates, and ensembles with fewer classifiers are more likely to be favored in ensemble selection. With regard to this effect, functions with various numbers of classifiers shall be rescaled by:
Using these CDFs, we can select ensembles by taking into account both diversity between classifiers and their classification accuracy. Moreover, since CDF applies a pairwise manner to measure the diversity, all diversity and all individual classifier accuracy can be measured beforehand, and the evaluation of GA calculates simply their product. It also assures that the use of PCM, which is also executed in a pairwise way, can enjoys the diversity between classifiers and explores the most available information.
FUSION FUNCTIONS FOR CLASSIFIER COMBINATION

Traditional Fusion Functions
Several simple fusion functions for combining classifiers have been proposed, such as Maximum Rule (MAX), Minimum Rule (MIN), Sum Rule (SUM), Product Rule (PRO) and simple Majority Voting Rule (MAJ) [14, 16, 17, 20, 26] . These directly compare the outputs from all individual classifiers in an ensemble, and do not require any further training. Some related theoretical studies are presented in [14, 16, 20] . These simple fusion functions are straightforward. Since they are relatively simple and do not explore the relationships between classifiers or those between classes, they are suboptimal [17] , and, as stated in [5, 20] , these fusion functions rely on the very restrictive assumption of the independence of estimates. To address this shortcoming, other, more sophisticated strategies have been proposed which use more available information in combining classifiers [9, 10, 11, 12] , such as Naive Bayes (NB) [9, 16] , Decision Templates (DT) [12] , Behavior-Knowledge Space (BKS) and Wernecke's method (WER) [11] .
Above all, we observe that most trained fusion functions tend to explore more information from the training set. For this reason, most classifier combination strategies need to take the interaction between classifiers and between classes into consideration. If these elements are ignored, as with NB, then the performance cannot be satisfactory. If these elements are fully explored, as with BKS or WER, given the complicated behavior of classifiers in an ensemble, especially in a high class dimension and with a large number of classifiers, the number of samples can scarcely be sufficient, and the probabilities obtained will usually be unreliable.
Herein lies the problem with training ensembles for combining classifiers. The fact that an ensemble acts in an extremely large space means that we need to use a method which is both effective and accurate. Given this dilemma, we propose a method which considers an ensemble of classifier pairs rather than an EoC. This will increase the number of members in ensembles, and thus is more stable by SUM rule. It also generates ensemble members with lower estimation error because of better information provided by classifier pairs, and thus offers improvement for MAJ rule. The proposed pairwise confusion matrix (PCM) transformation is a practical solution for both lowering the estimation error and the variance of the average estimation error, which involves the pairwise interaction between classifiers over their class label outputs. We detail this transformation and its use in combining classifiers in the next section.
Pairwise Confusion Matrix Transformation (PCM)
The dilemma of EoCs is that, given a limited number of samples, we need to take into account the interaction among classifiers. PCM makes use of pairwise estimation to solve this problem. If we only take classifier pairs into account, we need only calculate the probability P (l|c(i), c(j), x), where c(i) and c(j) are the decisions of classifier f (i) and classifier f (j) over a sample x respectively. For P (l|c(i), c(j), x), given T classes there are only T × T 2 = T 3 different situations, and if the number of samples N is large enough, i.e. N T 3 , we can obtain a reliable estimation of this probability. This probability can be approximated by calculating PCM: (6) where N (c(i), c(j)) is the total number of samples on which classifier f (i) gives crisp output c(i), and classifier f (j) gives crisp output c(j), while N (x ∈ l, c(i), c(j)) is the number of samples the real class label of which is l, 1 ≤ l ≤ T . The probability P (l|c(i), c(j), x) is, in fact, the concept of a 3-dimensional confusion matrix, where the decision of classifier c(i), the decision of classifier c(j) and the real class label of samples represent each dimension. For any sample x with a class label k, PCM provides a pairwise matrix of classifier f (i) and classifier f (j), with the probability of how likely it will be classified as class c(i) by f (i) and as class c(j) by f (j). For any sample x classified as class l by classifier f (i), PCM provides a partial confusion matrix between classifier f (j) and the real class labels of samples. All the confusion matrices of classifier f (j) can be derived quickly from any pairwise confusion matrices concerning f (j):
where c(i) constitutes the class label outputs of classifier f (i). In other words, it is a cube of T 3 cells with N samples filled in;
since L classifiers mean
classifier pairs, we can obtain
pairwise confusion matrices (PCM). The probabilities from these pairwise confusion matrices offer several advantages over the traditional ensemble combination strategies: (a) they do not require the class probability outputs of each sample but only the class label outputs of each sample from individual classifiers; (b) they transform the simple class label outputs into the class probability outputs; and (c) they take into account of the interaction between classifiers. Note that the use of pairwise confusion matrices is a transformation, not an actual classifier com- bination scheme. Based on these pairwise class probabilities, we can apply other different classifier combination rules. We give two examples of the application of PCMs in general fusion functions:
1. Pairwise Confusion Matrix using Sum Rule (PCM-SUM)
2. Pairwise Confusion Matrix using Majority Voting Rule (PCM-MAJ) This rule is similar to the simple MAJ rule, but uses the pairwise probability P (l|c(i), c(j), x) from the classifier pair f (i) and f (j) instead of the simple probability Pi(l|x) from a single classifier f (i) considering class l.
Other fusion functions, such as DT or NB, will require further training, but are applicable as well. To prove that PCMs are applicable, we carry out the experiments on classifier combination without ensemble selection in the next section.
Preliminary Experiments on Fusion Functions
To ensure that the PCM is useful for combining classifiers, we tested it on problems extracted from a UCI machine learning repository. There are several requirements for the selection of pattern recognition problems. First, the databases must have a large feature dimension for the Random Subspace method. Second, to avoid the dimensional curse during training, each database must have sufficient samples of its feature dimension. Third, to avoid identical samples being trained in Random Subspace, only databases without symbolic features are used. Fourth, to simplify the problem, we do not use databases with missing features. In accordance with the requirements listed above, we carried out our experiments on 7 databases selected from the UCI data repository (see Table 1 ). Among available samples, in general, 50% are used as a training data set, and 50% are used as a test data set, except for the Image Segmentation dataset, whose training data set and test data set have been defined on UCI data repository. Of the training data set, 70% are used for classifier training and 30% are used for validation. Ensemble-training (including BKS, NB and PCM) used the entire available training data set. The cardinality of Random Subspace is set under the condition that all classifiers have recognition rates more than 50%.
The three different classification algorithms used in our experiments are K-Nearest Neighbors Classifiers (KNN), Parzen Windows Classifiers (PWC) and Quadratic Discriminant Classifiers (QDC) [24] . For each of 7 databases and for each of 3 classification algorithms, 10 classifiers were generated as the pool of classifiers. Among these, each classifier has a 50% chance of being selected from this pool to construct ensembles, ensembles were thus constructed by different numbers of classifiers, and at least three classifiers are required for an ensemble. As a result, all ensembles were constructed from 3 ∼ 8 classifiers. 30 ensembles had been generated for each database, for each ensemble generation method and for each classification algorithm. Note that each ensemble can have different number of classifiers. In total, we evaluated 30 × 7 × 3 = 630 ensembles. We then combined these ensembles with 5 different fusion functions ( Table 2) . In previous studies, BKS has been shown to be comparatively accurate when an ensemble of 3 classifiers is involved [23] , but the BKS could be outperformed by most of the other fusion functions when more classifiers are involved [12] . In our study, the BKS apparently performs very well in 2-and 3-class problems. But when the class dimension is larger than 6, due to huge data size and limited computer memory we could not construct the BKS table.
We also observe that PCM-MAJ offers quite stable performance, in general better than that offered by the simple MAJ rule. The tstatistic test shows that the significance level is at 2.78%, so there is little chance for simple MAJ to perform as well as PCM-MAJ. Interestingly, we note that the difference in performance between PCM-MAJ and simple MAJ is somehow related to classifier diversity. In general, the greater the diversity of classifiers, the better PCM-MAJ can outperform simple MAJ. It is not difficult to understand that this property is in some way influenced by the types of classifiers used in experiments, because different classification algorithms lead to different levels of diversity among classifiers. Nevertheless, the ensembles tested were constructed by randomly selected classifiers without any ensemble selection procedure. To better understand the effect of fusion functions on real problems, we must test this rule on a high-class problem with a large data set. It is also advisable that we test different objective functions for ensemble selection. To affirm the use of both CDF and PCM, we need to carry out more experiments, we detail the further experiments in the next section.
EXPERIMENTS WITH GENETIC ALGO-RITHM (GA) SEARCHING IN RANDOM SUBSPACE
Experimental Protocol
We carried out experiments on a 10-class handwritten numeral problem. The data were extracted from N IST SD19, essentially as in [7] , based on the ensembles of KNNs generated by the Random Subspace method. We used nearest neighbor classifiers (K = 1) for KNN, each KNN classifier having a different feature subset of 32 features extracted from the total of 132 features. Four databases were used: the training set with 5000 samples (hsf {0− 3}) to create 100 KNN in Random Subspace, we use relatively small size of data set to better observe the impact of EoC. The optimization set containing 10000 samples (hsf {0 − 3}) was used for genetic algorithm (GA) searching for ensemble selection. To avoid overfitting during GA searching, the selection set containing 10000 samples (hsf {0 − 3}) was used to select the best solution from the current population according to the objective function defined, and then to store it in a separate archive after each generation. The same selection set was also used for training fusion functions, including PCM transformation and the NB fusion function. Note that with 100 classifiers and 10 classes, BKS and WER would require constructing a table with 10 101 cells, which is impossible to realize. Using the best solution from this archive, the test set containing 60089 samples (hsf {7}) was used to evaluate the EoC accuracies.
For the ensemble selection, we tested 3 kinds of different objective functions in this section. The majority voting error (MVE) was tested because of its reputation as one of the best objective functions in selecting classifiers for ensembles [25] , it evaluates directly the global EoC performance by MAJ rule. In addition, we also tested 10 different traditional diversity measures and 10 different compound diversity measures which combine the pairwise diversity measures and individual classifier performance to estimate ensemble accuracy. Comparison of these two kinds of objective functions can also allow us to evaluate whether or not the direct use of ensemble accuracy for ensemble selection is adequate for further optimization on combining classifiers.
We tested 21 different objective functions, including Majority Voting Error (MVE) and 10 traditional diversity measures and respective compound diversity functions (the disagreement measure (DM), the double-fault (DF), Kohavi-Wolpert variance (KW), the interrater agreement (INT), the entropy measure (EN), the difficulty measure (DIFF), generalized diversity (GD), coincident failure diversity (CFD), Q-statistics (Q), and the correlation coefficient (COR) [1, 2, 4, 6] ) (Tables 4, 5 and 6). For fusion functions, because only crisp class outputs were obtained by KNN, MAJ, NB, PCM-MAJ and PCM-SUM were applied.
These objective functions are evaluated by GA searching. We used GA because the complexity of population-based searching algorithms can be flexibly adjusted depending on the size of the population and the number of generations with which to proceed. Moreover, because the algorithm returns a population of the best combinations, it can potentially be exploited to prevent generalization problems [25] . Parameters used in simple GA were set as follows. 100 genes were used and each gene indicates the inclusion or exclusion of each KNN classifier. Crossover probability was set to pc = 50%, and the mutation probability is set to 1 L , where L is the number of length of the mutated binary string [19] . The maximum number of generations in GA was set to mg = 500, and the size of the population was set to sp = 128, which means that 64000 ensembles were evaluated in each experiment. With 30 replications, 40.32 million ensembles were searched and evaluated. A threshold of 3 classifiers was applied as the minimum number of classifiers for an EoC during the whole searching process. The use of archive stored the best individual found in selection set. We need to address the fact that the classifiers used were generated with feature subsets having only 32 features out of a total of 132. The weak classifiers can help us better observe the effects of EoCs. If a classifier uses all available features and all training samples, a much better performance can be observed [21] . But, since this is not the objective of this paper, we focus on the improvement of EoCs by optimizing fusion functions on combining classifiers.
Experimental Results
The benchmark KNN classifier uses all 132 features, and so, with K = 1 we can have 93.34% recognition rates. The combination of all 100 KNN by simple MAJ gives 96.28% classification accuracy, and gives 96.96% by PCM-MAJ. The possible upper limit of classification accuracy (the oracle) is defined as the ratio of samples which are classified correctly by at least one classifier in a pool to all samples. The oracle is 99.95% for KNN.
First we used MVE as the objective function for the ensemble selection. We applied different fusion functions and observed that PCM-MAJ performed better than MAJ and achieved 96.94% recognition rate (Table 4) .
To verify that PCM-MAJ can offer comparable performance with other objective functions, we used traditional diversity measures for the ensemble selection. While some traditional diversity measures did show some improvement by using PCM, others deteriorated ( Table 5) . It is important to note that, except for KW, which always finds 17 classifiers for an EoC, and DIFF with 21 classifiers, all diversity measures selected ensembles made up of 3 classifiers. Since 3 classifiers were transformed into 3 classifier pairs by PCM, we can foresee that PCM cannot be of much more advantage for an ensemble with only 3 classifiers. Among all traditional diversity By contrast, the compound diversity functions (CDFs) are much more stable as objective functions ( Table 6 ). Compare Table 5 and Table 6 , we can see that the ensembles selected by CDFs are more stable than those selected by traditional diversity measures. However, most EoCs selected by them are constructed by 35 ∼ 60 classifiers, which is about half the total of 100 classifiers. Compared with the EoCs found by MVE with 19 ∼ 35 classifiers, the sizes of EoCs selected by the compound diversity functions are larger. Among all CDFs, CDF-CFD and CDF-COR give the best performance with 96.88% recognition rate. Comparing PCM-MAJ and the simple MAJ as fusion functions, we can see that in general PCM-MAJ offers a better performance than the simple MAJ ( Fig. 3 and 4) . For the ensembles selected by CDFs, a 95% confidence interval indicates the improvement of 0.6% ∼ 0.67% in the recognition rates using PCM-MAJ.
Comparing different objective functions for the ensemble selection, the proposed CDFs do improve the performance of EoCs, and always perform better than the respective original diversity measures, their performances being much close to those ensembles ob- tained with the MVE objective function. On Table 7 , we measured the difference of the performances in terms of 95% confidence intervals, and we see that with the simple MAJ, MVE outperforms traditional diversity measures by 3.59 ∼ 5.86%, but MVE outperforms CDFs only by 0.21% ∼ 0.28%. When PCM-MAJ is used, then the difference between MVE and CDFs is even smaller, MVE is better than CDFs only by 0.05% ∼ 0.12%. Recall that MVE is used both for ensemble selection and for classifier combination, and thus it is understandable that MVE will have the best performance as the objective function. But, given that these CDFs do not take into account of any fusion functions, the ensemble outputs can be further optimized using various classifier-combining methods [14, 25] . As we can see that with PCM-MAJ ensembles selected by CDFs enjoy much more performance improvement than those selected by MVE. Considering different ensemble selection schemes, and comparing the boost of PCM over simple MAJ, MVE so far enjoys a 0.49% boost on KNN classifiers and is still the best ( Table 4) . But CDFs provide better improvement, up to 0.67% (EN) ( Table 6) , even though their final results are not quite as good as those of MVE as objective functions.
Until recently, there have been few other fusion functions that perform better than simple MAJ for crisp class output classifiers. But, when PCM transformation is carried out, and those classifier pairs from ensembles are evaluated by PCM-MAJ, we observe a boost in the recognition rates of EoCs, the results achieved by PCM-MAJ being a notch above those of simple MAJ. This affirms the improvement brought about by PCM (See Figs. 3 and 4) .
DISCUSSION
For EoCs, the ideal is to obtain the probability P (l|c (1) 
for the whole data set X, where l is the possible class label, and c (1) 
respectively. But, in reality, this approach might not work owing to the limitation with respect to the number of samples. Instead of estimating P (l|c(1), (L), x) , the proposed PCM deals with the probability P (l|c(i), c(j), x) from pairwise confusion matrices on an evaluated class l, and thus is much more applicable, while at the same time taking into account classifier interaction.
When no class probability outputs are provided, most simple fusion functions, such as MAX, MIN, SUM and PRO, cannot be applied. The only available simple fusion function is the simple MAJ. For trained fusion functions, DT requires the class probability outputs from classifiers, and to deal with a problem involving crisp class label outputs, only NB or BKS, WER are applicable. However, for high-class dimension problems and large-size ensembles, there is no way to use BKS or WER, e.g. a 10-class problem with 100 classifiers requires the construction of a table with 10 101 cells. On all selected UCI machine learning problems, PCM-MAJ almost always outperforms simple MAJ as a fusion function for combining classifiers. Moreover, the difference in performance between PCM-MAJ and simple MAJ is to some extent correlated with the diversity of ensembles, especially when KNN is used in Random Subspace.
Considering objective functions for ensemble selection, CDFs do give stable and better performance than traditional diversity measures, and they enjoy a strong boost when PCM is applied. Another advantage of CDFs is that they can be calculated beforehand, since diversities are measured in a pairwise manner, and error rates are measured on each classifier; thus, for time-consuming searching methods, such as GA or exhaustive searching, ensemble accuracy can be estimated quickly by simply calculating the products of the diversity measures and individual classifier errors, which is much faster than other objective functions.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we use compound diversity functions for ensemble selection, which take into account the ensemble diversity and individual classifier classification accuracy in a pairwise manner, and pairwise confusion matrix for classifier combination, which transforms crisp class label outputs into class probability outputs and thus takes into account the interaction of classifiers in a pairwise manner. To conclude, the proposed method has some significant advantages:
1. In general, CDFs allows a fast and effective GA searching for ensemble selection.
2. In general, PCM offers a strong performance boosting for ensembles selected by CDFs.
3. Because of its pairwise nature, it does not need too many samples for training compared with BKS or WER.
The experiment reveals that the performance of PCM is promising. Intuitively, PCM can also be used for other trained fusion functions, such as NB or DT. This will require another training data set, but we are interested in investigating the potential use of PCM in improving the performance of trained fusion functions. The key element that makes an ensemble of classifier pairs outperform an EoC is that the use of PCM takes the interaction into consideration. The pairwise manner may still be sub-optimal, but, if the class dimension is low and we have few classifiers and a large number of samples, PCM can be upgraded to the third degree, i.e. we can obtain the probabilities of any class label l by calculating P (l|c(i), c(j), c(h), x) based on three classifier outputs c(i), c(j), c(h). This would require the construction of 4-dimensional confusion matrices and allow us to interpret the interaction of three classifiers at the same time. Another possible improvement scheme would be the use of PCM-MAJ as an objective function for ensemble selection. In the same way that simple MAJ is used for ensemble selection (i.e. MVE) and for classifier combination, one can also apply PCM-MAJ for both ensemble selection and classifier combination.
Given that this exploratory work has been accomplished evaluating millions of ensembles, but with a restricted number of classification algorithms, and in a limited number of problems, it will be advisable to carry out more experiments on classifier combination as well as ensemble selection, with more pattern recognition problems and more classification methods. We carried out experiments only in Random Subspace as ensemble creation method, and it will be of great interest to measure the impact of the proposed PCM and CDF on boosting and bagging as well.
